
	  
 
Can political art exist in a capitalist art world without being contained as just 
another commodity?  
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Sylvère Lotringer in ‘The Conspiracy of Art’ says that there is a kind of devil’s pact 
between the arts and the market, which is no longer possible to separate. It has been 
argued that every form of dissent against the system is tapped, branded and sold 
back to the activist generation, thus containing it in a very efficient way. The left is in 
limbo and is desperately struggling to find new thinking and theory to counter the 
capitalist status quo. The world saw the financial crisis in 2008 and also witnessed 
the voices against the system that failed to realize into any concrete social change let 
alone revolution. The Occupy movement gained quite a support but capitalism just 
got back to its knees and started walking. In times like these, art has by default 
become the arena of hope where artist and creative people are expected to come up 
with new and radical art and ideas to facilitate change in society, argues Nina Power 
 
 On the other hand, the discourse that active participation in the political leads 
nowhere is not to be ignored. The contemporary art world cannot be analyzed 
without the context of capitalism. We cannot ignore the effect on art and culture, a 
Marxian superstructure, which is affected by the base or capitalist system. Every 
subculture, resistance that preceded the system has been feeding the 
superstructure, which in turn feeds the base completing the cycle of ever repeating 
loop. Jameson in “Postmodernism Or, The Cultural Logic of Late Capitalism” argues 
that political art owes its impossibility to the character of capital to co-opt and 
commodify dissent. The rise of bands like The Dead Kennedy’s, Rage Against The 
Machine and the Sex Pistols and their financial success and cult following can be 
argued as the success of capitalism itself. The bands were highly political and vocal 
critics of the system, but in course of time they gain popularity, signed great contracts 
with big companies, made awful lot of money and became the force of production. 
They eventually became the part of the system they were viscerally against, which 
has been argued as the reason Zack da la Rocha of Rage Against the Machine left 
the band.  

My practice as a painter does happen to tread the same path, for example, a 
possible show in high-end gallery, a possible financially strong future in the art world 
and a possible demise of Ideological values that I painted political art in the first 
place. Nonetheless, Adorno believed that an authentic art could actually escape the 
net of capitalism. He gives example of Kafka and Schoenberg in literature and music 
respectively; who created complex form of art that could not be commodified. But 
then if that art were too hard to consume by the masses, it would not serve a political 
purpose. Delueze and Guattari offer a similar approach and share the praise for non-
representational art but unlike Adorno, shift away from culture. They posit a rhizome 
where there is no finite hierarchy in distribution of communication, where any data 
could be transferred to and from any point in the system, where location and identity 
is blurred and possibilities multiplied. They talk about a schizophrenic process that 



subverts capitalism by liberating desire; it makes a way for new thinking and possibly 
a social transformation and they believe that postmodern art might be able to deliver 
just that. Most recently art critics like Jean Fischer have suggested something along 
the same lines that art should be oblique to work as an efficacious political art. This 
idea of shaking off culture industry by antagonizing order seems quite appealing, but 
this may be because of the fact that there is no way out other than aiming for targets 
that we do not know of or because we are so desperate to get out of the system that 
any indeterminate outcome other than we experiencing now is fine by us, which 
likens to the characteristic of both exhaustion and concoction.  

With regards to a direct approach, it can be argued that the works of Leon Golub are 
perfect examples of co-optation and assimilation. His direct approach could not 
escape the capitalist art market and the elite galleries around the world are 
championing his artworks. From another standpoint, it can also be argued that his 
direct and explicit approach has made his artwork relevant to this day. His artwork 
speaks unmistakably about the horror of hegemony and exceptionalism and is a 
success in terms of critiquing the same institution he is represented by, or, it is still in 
the process of demarcation from the efficacious and the irrelevant. Whereas, other 
forms of political art like, interventionist art seems to fade away quickly without trace 
or get caught being partisan, which would not be an ideal situation for art to be in.  

 It is quite telling that movements like #occupy and #arabspring could not crystalize 
into something tangible and it begs a question what could art do when movements 
like these are unable to deliver transformation. But on the other hand, may be art was 
never a tool but just a cursor that would point where other (academic and political) 
forces for transformation should go. At times the debate around efficacious political 
art seems like we are asking too much of it and overestimating its potential. It might 
sound conformist, but may be just the mere debate we have about political art in the 
contemporary art scene is the best scenario we could have. This scenario might lead 
to other possibilities in course of time and might give way to new rationale and art 
would be much more than just another commodity. 

 

 It seems like there is a hope, but given the situation we are in, I do not find it easy to 
contextualize my practice. The fact that art universities and the art market are 
entwined together, the fact that universities have become profit making machines, 
the fact that art galleries would rather exhibit cool artworks than the ones that would 
question norms, authority and propose new ideas, and the fact that I am studying in 
one of those very university that grooms students to speak the same language as the 
pristine white cube galleries do, it makes me feel like I am in a very privileged and 
responsible position and very strangely, in a weightless one where I could do nothing 
but assimilate and flow with the current. 
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